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HOW THIS REPORT CAN HELP YOU
This report uses your results on the TypeFinder assessment to describe how you are likely 
to approach and deal with various situations in the workplace. The TypeFinder assessment 
is based on the theory of personality types developed by Katharine Cook Briggs and Isabel 
Briggs Myers, who were students of the work of psychologist Carl Jung. 

Personality typing posits that many of the valuable differences between people that are 
observed in everyday behavior are the result of natural personality preferences. If these 
differences can be appreciated and understood, people can discover new ways to work 
and interact with others more effectively. 

Specifically, this report will help you: 

• Discover how your personality preferences guide you in the workplace
• Improve teamwork and communication as you gain awareness of those who may

approach projects and decisions very differently to you
• Acquire more successful strategies for approaching and resolving conflict
• Explore the leadership style you use in a professional setting and how others might

perceive and react to it
• Identify the most and least helpful ways for dealing with stressful situations
• Open up opportunities for development and growth
As you read this report, bear in mind that the TypeFinder assessment identifies your 
natural preferences, not learned skills or abilities. Regardless of your level of 
accomplishment in certain tasks, you will work better and be more satisfied if you are able 
to work in a way that complements your natural preferences. If you have to work outside 
your natural work style for long periods, you may find yourself becoming more anxious, 
and less productive as a result. 
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YOU'RE AN INTJ
INTJ stands for Introverted, Intuitive, Thinking, Judging. Each letter of your personality type 
describes a key aspect of who you are. 

I
INTROVERSION 

Your Energy Style 

• Thoughtful
• Reserved
• Independent
• Focused

Your energy style is 
Introversion (in contrast 
with Extraversion). This 
dimension describes how 
you manage your energy. 

Introverts are energized 
by being quiet, reflective, 
and calm. They maintain 
a distance from the 
outside world and prefer 
to conserve their energy 
rather than expend a lot 
of effort seeking 
excitement. 

You enjoy: 
• Contemplating ideas

and experiences
• Being in calm

surroundings
• Exploring a subject in

depth
• Reflecting on thoughts

or feelings
• Maintaining distance

and privacy
• Quiet and solitude

N
INTUITIVE 

Your Cognitive Style 

• Innovative
• Forward-thinking
• Imaginative
• Theoretical

Your cognitive style is 
Intuition (in contrast with 
Sensing). This dimension 
describes how you 
process information. 

Intuitives process 
information in an 
abstract, imaginative 
way. They focus on ideas 
and concepts that cannot 
be directly observed. 

You like to focus on: 
• Observing patterns and

connections
• Interpreting meaning
• Imagining potential
• Ideas and concepts
• Innovation and

creativity
• Possibilities for the

future

T
THINKING 

Your Values Style 

• Analytical
• Objective
• Rational
• Tough-minded

Your values style is 
Thinking (in contrast with 
Feeling). This dimension 
describes your 
orientation to personal 
values. 

Thinkers value logic, 
competence, and 
objectivity. They believe 
that every person has a 
responsibility to take care 
of him or herself. 

You are concerned with: 
• Using logical reasoning
• Being unbiased and

impartial
• Considering costs and

benefits
• Seeking consistency

and justice
• Keeping a competitive

edge
• Making objective

decisions

J
JUDGING 

Your Self-Management Style 

• Organized
• Determined
• Dedicated
• Decisive

Your life style is Judging 
(in contrast with 
Perceiving). This 
dimension describes how 
you organize your life. 

Judgers like structure 
and order. They keep 
organized and plan 
ahead, resist distractions, 
and stay focused on their 
goals. 

You prefer to: 
• Create a plan and stick

to it
• See a task through to

completion
• Adhere to a schedule
• Set goals and maintain

focus
• Follow rules and

regulations
• Set clear expectations
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YOUR PERSONALITY AT WORK
As an INTJ, you are rational, calm, insightful, organized, logical, determined and future-
focused. You have high standards and a strong desire to succeed, and work hard to 
continuously improve yourself and your organization. Creative and committed, you are 
motivated to analyze problems and generate a wealth of imaginative new solutions. 
Routine feels confining to you, however, and you may become frustrated with rules, 
tradition and repetition. 

Key motivators
• Taking on new challenges 
• Developing new strategies, tactics and

contingency plans
• Acquiring knowledge and displaying your

mastery over a subject
• Turning your version of the future into reality

Core values
• Competence 
• Ingenuity
• Independence
• Vision

Ideal work environment
• You work best when you have full autonomy and can complete your work by your own 

unorthodox methods 
• You are most productive when you can work simultaneously on a broad range of problems,
• You loathe highly structured environments and are generally not productive when asked to follow

precedents and rules for their own sake
• You work better alone in a quiet environment where you can strictly control access to your

colleagues and other distractions

Preferred work tasks
• Looking for the theory or principle underlying 

a topic 
• Developing long-term strategies founded on

sound logic
• Debating possible, often revolutionary, ideas
• Changing systems, people and processes for

the organizational good

Things you contribute to the 
organization
• Seeing the big picture and observing trends 
• Challenging commonly held beliefs
• Presenting new approaches to projects
• Setting various long-term goals and creating

clear action plans
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WORKING WITH A TEAM
As an INTJ, you prefer to work independently and see little need for teamwork unless it will 
allow the task to be completed more effectively and efficiently. Then, you expect your 
teammates to be as competent and intelligent as you. Your superior work ethic and nimble 
mind make you a responsible and challenging team member who always strives for 
excellence and has a strong vision of what can be achieved. Social niceties frustrate you, 
however, and you instinctively deflect personal conversation. Others may find it difficult to 
connect with you. 

You help your team by...
• Asking the tough questions 
• Challenging assumptions and refusing to

take anything for granted
• Remaining resolute when others are hesitant

or procrastinating
• Contributing a fresh perspective

You may irritate others by...
• Becoming irritated with co-workers who 

focus on irrelevant details, do not complete 
assigned tasks, are not open to new ideas, or 
are perceived to be incompetent or time-
wasters 

• Appearing cool, aloof and undemonstrative;
you may give off an aura of being cynical and
disapproving even when that isn't the case

• Refusing to consider an illogical argument,
making it impossible for emotional concerns
to be heard

• Being perfectionist and critical of yourself
and others

Action steps for better teamwork
• Place more emphasis on building rapport with team members instead of simply getting on with 

the task 
• Set aside time for socializing so you are not perceived as too serious and task-focused
• Develop patience for others since not everyone thinks or gains insights as quickly as you
• Try to be more tolerant and praise those around you for their contributions; team members may

value your opinion even if you do not value theirs
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COMMUNICATING WITH OTHERS
INTJs are matter-of-fact communicators who get to the point quickly and avoid small talk 
and platitudes where possible. You tend to speak quickly and forcefully when explaining 
your ideas, putting a great deal of energy into your communications. On the downside, you 
often struggle to explain what is in your head, becoming frustrated when others don't 
immediately grasp what you are saying. You perform best when you have the time to 
research and ponder your words. With pre-planning, you are capable of being a powerful, 
eloquent and persuasive speaker. 

Key communication strengths
• You have the ability to visualize where the 

organization is going and communicate that 
vision that others 

• You have a wide vocabulary which you use
with expert precision, forming meticulously
defined sentences and clear, well-structured
ideas

• You think before sharing information so your
ideas are usually well thought out

• You are not swayed by rank or power and can
communicate with people right across the
organizational hierarchy

Areas of possible misunderstanding
• You are more enthusiastic about sharing the 

big picture and may become irritated with 
colleagues who focus on the details 

• You share little about your personal life which
may stand in the way of developing rapport
with your audience

• You are often convinced of your own
conclusions and may shut down opinions
that you perceive to be intellectually inferior;
others may perceive you as arrogant

• You say what you think is right and may be
insensitive to the needs of others

Action steps for improving communication
• Be prepared to open up and share information about yourself and your feelings 
• Provide concrete facts when sharing your ideas to help paint a clearer picture of your vision for

your audience
• Consider how your words might affect people since others may not realize that your direct

conversation style is not personal
• Be prepared to use language of tact and comfort when dealing with people who may be offended

by your honesty
• Take care not to criticize those who are inclined to openly express their feelings
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MANAGING CONFLICT
Your tolerance of conflict situations is higher than that of most people and you are not 
emotionally threatened by conflict situations. Your instinct is to stay calm and detached 
from the conflict unless it crosses a line you have set, at which point you will confront the 
problem. Since you are task-oriented, you will respond to conflict with logic and assess the 
problem through the shield of rationality. You are not naturally in tune with what others are 
feeling, however, and may miss the emotional nuances of a conflict. 

You help others by...
• Adding rationality, calm and objectivity to a 

conflict situation 
• Listening to others without being

overwhelmed by emotion
• Remaining fair minded and results-oriented

even when the situation is spiraling out of
control

• Providing harsh truths and criticism where
necessary

You irritate others by...
• Appearing cool and uncaring about the 

impact of the conflict on others 
• Believing that everyone should manage their

own issues without support from the team
• Having a tendency to believe that you are

always right
• Disregarding the morality or emotional

consequences of your actions

Conflict may be triggered by...
• Challenges to your competency, 

independence or professionalism 
• People who you perceive as incompetent,

stubborn or slow
• Dealing with emotional people and those who

cannot separate work from personal issues
• Being expected to justify your decisions

Action steps for conflict management
• Be open to discussing everyone's ideas and 

accepting criticism 
• Take additional time to develop rapport with

the people involved in the conflict situation
since this will help you to see the impact of
your behavior on others

• Make an effort to walk in someone's shoes
before making a judgment about them

• Reflect on whether your desire to get to the
truth is hurting anyone and consider ways to
resolve conflict solutions that are both
rational and meet the needs of others
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TAKING THE LEAD
INTJs are trailblazing leaders though they dislike being the center of attention and may 
seek out a less visible role. You feel very comfortable off the beaten path and have a talent 
for taking the organization to places it has never been before. Your biggest contribution as 
a leader is having a clear vision of the organization's potential and a plan to guide it through 
the change. In the long-term, your goal is to build a world-class organization known for its 
innovation, efficiency and capability. 

How you inspire others
• You influence your team members with your 

depth of insight, ideas and dedication 
• You are consistent and impartial and have

clear expectations of your people
• You strive to create a fair environment where

performance is evaluated objectively and
rewarded fairly

• You demand competence and are less likely
to tolerate lackluster or substandard
performance

How you make things happen
• You enjoy managing others and will provide 

the goals, plans and structures that will turn 
ideas into reality 

• You give direct orders as opposed to indirect
suggestions, although you may not spend
enough time explaining why things should be
done in a certain way

• You expect that tasks are performed
correctly, on time and well, and rarely see the
need to give praise for meeting these
standards

• You can be tough and single minded in the
pursuit of a goal

Developing your leadership style
• Be careful that you do not persist in advocating for a vision that cannot realistically be achieved 
• Be careful that you do not force your own high work standards on others
• Place more emphasis on building rapport with your team members and stakeholders so you do

not come across as cold and uncaring about personal issues
• Make sure to give thanks and appreciation for a job well done
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MAKING DECISIONS
INTJs are logical and objective decision makers who often have hunches about how a 
decision should be made. Sometimes you can justify your decisions after reflection; other 
times, you just "know" the answer through some sort of sixth sense. You are motivated to 
make decisions on time and will go for closure at the earliest opportunity. At the same 
time, you will not make a decision until you have thoroughly analyzed the information. You 
may become stressed if these opposing drivers conflict.   

Your decision-making strengths
• You crave breadth of knowledge and you 

focus on the big picture and make sure that 
decision making is applied to the right 
questions 

• You are adept at making future predictions
and will objectively weigh up the pros, cons
and worst-case scenarios before making a
decision

• You limit the amount of time spent reaching a
decision and will implement plans swiftly and
decisively

• You have the courage of your convictions and
are not easily side tracked

Your decision-making challenges
• You have a tendency to dismiss any idea that 

does not stand up to rational scrutiny and 
with it, the person who had the idea 

• You may make snap decisions and move to
action too quickly, then be reluctant to
reevaluate your decision

• You may not take adequate account of
people's feelings and subsequently alienate
coworkers

• You may be so confident of your opinions
that you fail to consider opposing viewpoints

Action steps for improving decision making
• Learn to explore the impact your ideas have on people's feelings and add this understanding to 

your decision making 
• Deliberately consult others and consider their opinions before making decisions
• Take the time to explain how and why you reached a decision, since others will not have the same

intuitive thought processes as you
• Intentionally show appreciation for others' contributions
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GETTING THINGS DONE
INTJs enjoy projects, seeing them as a way of developing an innovative idea and bringing 
that idea to fruition. You have an organized approach to structuring projects and an 
endless drive towards closure, often creating lists, models and schedules to keep the 
project on track. Perfectionism can be a problem, however, and it can be difficult for you to 
have enough time to complete tasks to your own high standards. 

You help others by...
• Explaining the vision and helping people 

understand what the project means in the 
grander scheme of things 

• Evaluating the original problem the project
was meant to solve and ensuring that every
step taken is moving toward that end

• Organizing information and scheduling tasks
to ensure they are completed

• Remaining extremely committed to the task
and not easily giving in

You irritate others by...
• Getting so caught up in the project's current 

progress that you fail to listen to the insight 
and ideas of group members 

• Focusing on the big picture and failing to see
the uninteresting details that are important to
the project's success

• Analyzing the project as a whole instead of
accommodating each person's individual
needs

• Refusing to delegate tasks

Action steps for improvement
• Make sure that you do not focus so much on the outcome of a project that you become 

disconnected from the people 
• Try not to rush people through a project in your urgency to reach closure
• Invite and consider feedback throughout a project's duration as this can help people feel more

confident about presenting their ideas
• Make sure you display a willing attitude no matter how tedious the task
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GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
Perhaps more than any other type, INTJs have a thirst for knowledge and will happily delve 
into a subject no matter how relevant (or irrelevant) the topic is to their job. In a learning 
environment, you focus on the "forest" rather than the "trees," often understanding material 
from numerous angles and beyond what is explicitly taught. Your logical and theoretical 
nature means that you are less likely to learn when the material is based on subjective 
values rather than objective problem solving. 

Your learning is improved when...
• The information is laid out systematically, 

such that new information flows logically 
from information given earlier 

• The material is delivered at a moderate pace,
giving you plenty of time to probe deeper and
make connections between different pieces
of information

• You are encouraged to read around the
subject and learn in an individualized way

• The material is presented from different
viewpoints or using various examples

How you view change
• You dislike the status quo and will actively 

seek out better, more intuitive ways of doing 
things 

• You will push for change when it is clear that
current systems do not work or when
evidence supports the possibility of improved
results or efficiency

• You focus on the long-term possibilities that
change brings

• You may resist organization-mandated
change if you feel that your approach is
better

Your learning is hindered when...
• The material is trivial and does not broaden 

your understanding 
• The material focuses too much on the small

details
• The material requires a strong emotional

reaction

Opportunities for personal growth
Significant growth may be achieved by 
developing the traits and preferences that are 
underdeveloped in your personality, such as: 
• Consulting others and demonstrating that

their ideas have been considered and
incorporated into a collective decision

• Using softer and more personal language in
communication

• Not implementing change for change's sake
but instead appreciating the value of existing
systems that work well

• Becoming more tolerant of other people's
limitations

• Expanding your networking group
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COPING WITH STRESS
INTJs value their independence and are able to keep stress levels low when they are 
allowed to do things their own way. Excessive stress can cause certain aspects of your 
personality to become exaggerated. You may focus on perfection as a way of avoiding 
reality. You may become preoccupied with the source of stress and have trouble focusing 
on anything else. Or you may become highly self-critical, gathering data and details to 
support this destructive self view.  

You may not always be able to control the stresses in your work, but learning to deal with 
them constructively can help to minimize these adverse reactions. 

Events that may trigger stress
• Being told to do something trivial or demeaning 
• Having your capabilities questioned
• Working with people who you perceive to be emotional, lazy or incompetent
• Not having enough time or freedom to put your ideas into practice

Best ways to respond to stress
• Looking after your physical needs - eating, 

sleeping and exercising 
• Taking the time to assess the situation and

reevaluate your decisions
• Exploring ways to reestablish your control
• Working with a Sensor to put the problem

into perspective

Others may make things worse by...
• Expressing disbelief at the way you are 

behaving and feeling 
• Giving you unwelcome advice
• Reacting emotionally or imploring you to

connect with your feelings

Worst ways to respond to stress
• Carrying on regardless, without addressing 

the source of the stress-inducing situation 
• Pushing yourself to achieve
• Paying attention to too many details at once
• Refusing to delegate responsibilities

Others can help you by...
• Taking the time to prioritize tasks and 

delivering on their commitment to finish 
certain tasks by a certain time 

• Giving you the space to work through the
stressful situation without distracting you

• Listening to you without being overly
sympathetic

• Canceling unnecessary activities
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ACHIEVING SUCCESS
Reaching your potential in the workplace means maximizing your strengths while working 
to overcome your weaknesses. 

Potential problems
• You have exceptionally high standards and 

may refuse to delegate tasks to colleagues 
who you perceive to be less competent than 
you 

• You like to get things finished and may grow
impatient with long, slow jobs

• You are single-minded in your approach and
may act on ideas that do not have buy-in
from others

• You have no rule but reason and may neglect
the personal side of workplace relationships

Do:
• Consider ideas based on emotional 

considerations, even if they do not 
immediately align with your primary goals 

• Be patient with people who need more time
to think than you do

• Be sensitive to the impact your language has
on others

• Make an effort to be more warm and caring
• Relax and give yourself a break every once in

awhile

Suggestions for development
• Be careful that you don't expect too much of 

others or crush those you perceive as 
inefficient, lazy or incompetent 

• Be wary of introducing too much change to
your organization rather than leaving well-
established, workable systems alone

• You may wish to look for ways to include
others before plunging ahead with a decision

• Make an effort to be warm and caring so that
others have an opportunity to get to know
you

Don't:
• Be too hard on yourself and others 
• Assume you are always right
• Ignore the needs and feelings of those who

might need structure and stability over
change and innovation

• Underestimate the power of praising others
• Forget to show your personal side
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